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Foreword
For Publication of Special issue: Look back at the decade of formation
Association of Thought and Culture of East Asia, Member of the editorial board

Articles
Cho Hyeong’s Different Observations in Tokugawa Japan and Qing China
The Interleave of the farth between the Isejingukamushi and citizens: for the relationship between the Iseshinto to Iseshinko in the Tokugawa-age
A primary study about Ogyusorai’s recognition of ‘Rei’
The political history of the bicameral system:
Problem over both Houses relations and both styles of party politics design
Guild Socialism and the 1920s of East Asia: with the Hasegawa Nyozekan’s editorial on Bertrand Russell’s visit
A Study on Japanese People’s Cognitions of Joseon Shown in “Cheong-Ryeong”
A Study on Haruki Murakami’s “Pinball, 1973”The meaning of the pinball
A Study on Cooperative Communication Strategies by Korean Intermediate and Advanced Speakers of Japanese: From the Perspective of Linguistic Guest
A Study on Gan-Sheng Narrative in “Shi Ji” ‘Gao Zu Ben Ji’
A Study about Pathos of ShuDao Poems of Tang Dynasty through Analyzing Spatial Characteristic
The Study of Persuasive Figures in Liu-Zongyuan’s Argumentative Prose

A study on the change of view of ‘Hua Yi’ in Edo-Japan before and after the Ming-Qing Dynasty Transition
Upright Official Awareness of China and Korea: Focused on Images of Upright Official in Lawsuit Fiction
The imagination of ‘Han extermination’ and the Nationalism during the late Qing Dynasty:
Concentrated on the “Mie Han Zhong Ce” and “Xin Mie Han Zhong Ce” Women, Became Novelist: Focusing on Bingxin & Luyin’s debut as Writers

A Study on Lu Xun’s Writing from the Perspective of Healing: Focused on “Wild Grass”
The Transition of the Symbol of Women that was Appeared in the Society of Japanese Residents in Chosen in 1920’s:
Around the Mix of Brothels and Cafes that Appears in "The Chosen and Manshu"
A Semantic Analysis of Lexical Causatives in Modern Chinese:
Focused on RVC Construction

A Comparative Study of Verb ‘EAT’ in Korean, Chinese and Japanese:
Focus on Collocation with Object
Comparative Studies of China and Japan’s Public Diplomacy:
Focusing on Overseas Information Center and Culture Center

Book Review
“Teikou to zetsubou:Syokuminichichosen no kioku wo tou” by Kim Chul
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